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Conclusion and further readingConclusion and further readingg
Alth h ll i b dd d i t th f i lAlthough all species are embedded in ecosystems, the focus in ecologg p y , g
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The organizing principles underlying food webs are not fully knownThe organizing principles underlying food webs are not fully known, 
mportant factors Understanding the structure of food webs is importantmportant factors. Understanding the structure of food webs is important 
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of the most ubiquitous features of food web structureof the most ubiquitous features of food-web structure. 
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n important factor in species interactions with predators typicallyn important factor in species interactions, with predators typically 
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as interference competition.as interference competition. 
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s with several trophic levelss with several trophic levels. 
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the same as those that promote long-term biodiversitythe same as those that promote long-term biodiversity. 
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C in a food web As evolution reduces the body size of species C theC in a food web. As evolution reduces the body size of species C,  the 
hrough the food web and cause the extinction of species A and Bhrough the food web and cause the extinction of species A and B. 
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food web structure A striking finding is that food webs tend to befood-web structure. A striking finding is that food webs tend to be 
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